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Abstract

Civilian applications of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV), sometimes referred to as Unmanned Aircraft 
Systems, have been increasing in recent years.  Most UAVs employed in civilian applications result 
from prior military development.  As recently as 2004, civil UAVs were outnumbered by about 50 to 1 
by military UAVs [1].  However, growth in the civil UAV sector is exploding and so-called Light UAVs 
(<150 kg) are expected to dominate for natural resources applications.  Unmanned Vehicle Systems 
(UVS) International [2], a European-based organization, has started a project focused on surveying 
Light UAV use around the world because of their belief that this category of UAV will likely be the one 
used the most for non-military, civil applications.  Their early conclusions are that: 1) numerous 
countries are already flying and fulfilling missions according to existing and varying rules and 
regulations in their countries; 2) current flight operations are taking place in some countries not 
according to existing rules and regulations or in other countries with no existing rules and regulations; 
and 3) numerous applications for Light UAS have been identified and manufacturers, flight service 
suppliers, and current and potential users want to see the regulatory situation evolve rapidly. 
 The non-military or civil use of UAVs has resulted in applications ranging from weather 
research and marine resource monitoring to a variety of land-based studies including archeology site 
assessment [3] and agricultural monitoring of crops [4], [5].  Because the largest global land cover type 
is rangeland, numerous investigators have published UAV results on rangeland assessments [6], [7], [8], 
[9].  High resolution aerial photographs have important rangeland applications [10], but for certain 
determinations even these conventional aerial photos do not possess the necessary resolution, and we 
must turn to hyperspatial data that can be obtained from Light UAVs. 
 The advantages of UAVs are numerous for rangeland and other civilian applications.  UAVs can 
fly low and autonomously to produce the high resolution photography required (~6 cm) over the 
particular area of interest.  Additionally, flights can be done when required if the user of the data also 
owns the UAV, and resulting costs are much more reasonable than those involved with piloted aircraft.  
Other advantages with the UAV over piloted aircraft include flexibility in takeoff and landing locations, 
improved scheduling of flights, and greater safety for the crew. 
 There are also disadvantages to using the UAV approach.  The UAV platform is less stable than 
a larger piloted plane which makes registration and mosaicking of individual, small images challenging.  
Operating a UAV requires virtually the same preparations needed for a piloted mission, but the Federal 
Aviation Administration (FAA) regulations are more restrictive for a UAV mission than a piloted flight.  
The FAA regulations for UAVs present a major challenge to accomplishing the mission unless you 
know how to exactly operate in this system, which is difficult because the regulations are under constant 
development and, therefore, changing.  The overall conclusion about operating in the FAA National 
Airspace System (NAS) is that you can acquire the needed data, but certain tradeoffs are necessary; e.g. 



increases in the time to accomplish the mission and much additional training for the entire UAV ground 
crew.

Example of UAV Operations in New Mexico’s Chihuahuan Desert 

 The USDA-ARS Jornada Experimental Range has purchased a complete UAV system from 
MLB Co. in Mountain View, CA.  The system is comprised of the MLB Bat-3 UAV (see characteristics 
in Table 1), a ground control station, and a catapult launcher which operates from the top of a support 
vehicle.  A Certificate of Authorization (COA) to operate a UAV in the U.S. must be acquired from the 
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA).  Once the COA is obtained, automated, overlapping 
photography can be acquired and stored on board.  At the end of the flight, manual or autonomous 
control is used to land the Bat-3 on a short runway.  Acquired data are downloaded and processed and 
then mosaicked for larger area coverage.  
 Operational requirements include a minimum crew size of 4-5 people, of which one crew 
member, usually either the external or internal pilot, functions as the Pilot-in-Command and possesses a 
private pilot’s license.  Proficiency needs to be maintained with at least three flights during a three 
month period.  The Jornada Bat-3 acquires aerial photos at about 700 ft (215 m) resulting in a resolution 
of about 6 cm with forward and side overlap required for mosaicking.  The flight duration is usually 1-2 
hours.
 If a UAV is operating in FAA airspace, close 
coordination with FAA is required for permission to fly, 
even after the COA has been obtained.  In restricted or 
military airspace, similar coordination with the agency in 
control of the airspace is required.  Our flight personnel have 
overlapping responsibilities and can fill-in for numerous 
positions except for the Pilot-in-Command.  Training is 
conducted for manual and autonomous flight control, 
observers, data processing, and image analysis.  Once 
permission to fly is always obtained, notification to other 
occupants of the airspace is required.  In our case, we have 
received excellent continuing support from the Bat-3 
manufacturer which is valuable when problems are 
encountered while in the field and will be even more valuable when we change sensors in the future and 
need re-integration of the entire system. 
 Costs are an important consideration for future operational use.  We have purchased an entire 
system that we control ourselves.  We have two identical Bat UAVs, one ground control system, and 
one launcher that total $73,000 ($48,000 if only one airplane purchased).  Replacement parts, additional 
training for the crew, and travel to sites away from Jornada have not been costly.  We rate the cost 
effectiveness and flexibility of operation we have developed as very high. 
 Figure 1 shows a typical flight plan used when we have to move the external pilot in steps to fly 
a location greater than 0.6 – 0.8 mi away from the launch site meaning that the target area is outside 
visible range of the external pilot.  Although this does not take advantage of the full capabilities of most 
UAVs, including the Bat-3, into account, we feel this approach is workable.  We hope that by operating  
this way, we can provide data to our users and at the same time provide data to FAA that will be useful 
in the development of the optimum UAV regulations governing flight. 

Table 1. Specifications for MLB Bat-3 UAVs 
Power Gas 
Wingspan 1.8 m 
Length 1.4 m 
Gross Weight 10 kg 
Payload Weight 1.1 kg 
Max Speed 30.9 m/s 
Operational Speed 18.0 m/s 
Max Altitude 3,048 m 
Endurance 5 hrs 
System Cost  $48,000 
Instruments Video, Digital camera 
Manufacturer MLB Co. 
Launch Catapult 
Landing On Wheels 



Figure 1. Map of a UAV flight operation in the NAS at the Jornada Experimental Range. The initial external pilot (EP) 
position is at P0. The UAV is launched at the red cross position into the launch orbit, and is then moved to the H1 
holding orbit. Once the EP has moved from P0 to P1, the UAV acquires imagery over the first flight area in the 
northwest near P1. After completion, the UAV is moved back to H1. The EP moves back to P0. The UAV is moved to 
the H2 holding orbit. The EP travels to P2. The UAV then acquires imagery over the second flight area in the east near 
P2. The same procedure is repeated for the southern flight area near P3 and the return to the landing site. The objective is 
to keep the UAV within visual range and control of the EP. Three observers are used: one remains with the pilot 
throughout the mission, the other 2 are located at elevated positions to scan for conflicting air traffic. A roadblock is 
maintained throughout the flight.

Data Processing and Analysis 

 We rely almost totally on simple, digital high resolution photography in our data collection and 
subsequent rangeland analysis.  There are challenges involved in using imagery from Light UAVs due 
to the low flight altitudes which result in a small image size as well as data sometimes being collected 
under conditions of moderate turbulence.  A small aircraft platform usually has limited GPS accuracy as 
well as poorer exterior orientation information.  Because of the small image size, operational application 
dictates that we mosaic the images together to cover operational study areas.  These factors make it 
more difficult to apply commercially available mosaicking and location software, therefore, we have 
developed our own necessary software.  There are two data volume issues with a Light UAS program, 
first, there is the volume of data involved during the work flow to go from raw images to the final 
product.  Second, there is the volume of permanent storage required to archive the results and critical 
metadata from the processing operation.  This all totals about 30 Gb per typical 300 image mosaic of a 
rangeland study area.  Certain of our projects require imaging of multiple sites and at multiple times so 
that processing loads tend to come in bursts of a dozen mosaics at a time which can require about 360 
Gb of online capacity. 
 Once the UAV data were processed, we tested their usefulness by providing images of the 
Jornada Experimental Range in New Mexico to rangeland health experts for visual interpretation of 
randomly selected transects. Plant canopy cover, bare soil, and gap sizes between vegetation were 
recorded similar to how these scientists do normally with ground-based line point intercept surveys.  
Additionally, we used the digital images and an object-oriented image analysis program to classify 



rangeland into four primary cover types: bare soil, shrubs, subshrubs, and herbaceous plants.  In a 
similar study conducted on rangeland in Idaho, we found very good correlations between percent cover 
values from classified UAV images and detailed ground line point intercept measurements taken 
coincident with the UAV flights with R2 values ranging from 0.86 – 0.98.  Once the line point intercept 
plots exceeded eight, the UAV approach was more cost efficient [11]. 
 Personnel of operational agencies charged with conducting rangeland surveys involving 
numerous ground measurements could save time, effort, and money by incorporating UAVs into their 
methodology.  Work is underway to add UAV remote sensing capabilities to operational rangeland 
monitoring and measurement protocols.  Additional developmental work is ongoing to provide 
georectified and mosaicked images in near real time so that data are readily available to rangeland 
scientists.   We speculate that operational districts offices could purchase and operate UAV systems that 
would be cost effective when compared to costs incurred from ground measurements in today’s climate 
of limited human and financial resources.  The processing of the remote sensing data could be conducted 
in-house or by contractors trained in the remote sensing analysis techniques.  Future work includes 
upgrading sensors on the Jornada Bat-3 to include a six-band multispectral digital camera. 
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